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Abstract: Spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends has essential importance to climatic prediction and analysis. The aim of
this  research is  the seasonal  variations and temporal  trends in the Iran were predicted by using rainfall  series.  The exploratory-
confirmatory method, and seasonal time series procedure (STSP), temporal trend (TT), seasonal least squares (SLS) and spatial (GIS)
methods (STSP¬-SLS-GIS) were employed to bring to light rainfall spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends (SSVTT). To
explore the spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends during the period over 1975 to 2014 at 140 stations. To investigate the
spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends amount of each series was studied using ArcGIS 10.3 on different time scale. New
climatic findings for the region: the investigates and predictions revealed that: (a) range of monthly and seasonal changes of rainfall
tends to be highest (increasing trend) during winter (Winter Seasonal Index or WUSI=137.83 mm); (b) lowest (decreasing trend)
during summer (Summer Seasonal Index or SUSI=20.8l mm) and (c) the coefficient of rainfall seasonal pattern variations in winter
to 5.94 mm, in spring to 11.13 mm, in summer to 4.44 mm and in autumn to 8.05 mm with seasonality being the most effective of all.
Mean annual rainfall changed from 51.45 mm (at Bafgh) to 1834.9 mm (at Bandar Anzali). Maximum decrease in annual rainfall was
obtained at Miandeh Jiroft (-143.83%) and minimum at Abali (-0.013%) station. The most apparent year of variation was 2007 in
annual rainfall.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The variability of climatic elements are useful for identifying changes in variability patterns of the environment over
time. Rainfall variability modeling is an important research area which has attracted the interest of climatologists [1].
Climatologists, over the last few decades, have taken advantage of the spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends
as an important research method [2]. Thus, considering rainfall spatial-seasonal variability, temporal trends’ variability,
and  extreme  consequences  related  to  climate  variability  is  crucial  with  respect  to  the  capacity  of  environmental
conditions to change natural  resources.  Locally,  in the recent  periods,  rainfall  spatial-seasonal  variability,  temporal
trends’ variability, and extreme consequences have caused massive damages to the environment [3]. Therefore, many
researchers have placed special emphasis on rainfall spatial-seasonal variability, temporal trends variability, and their
impact on the environment [4]. Numerous analyses have examined spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends’
variability  at  various  temporal  periods  in  many  parts  of  the  world  [3,  5  -  8].  The  seasonal  variability  with  shorter
intervals  often  displays  a  regular  pattern  of  fluctuations,  reported  from year  to  year.  SSVTT is  a  methodology  for
assessing  and  predicting  a  quantitative  model  for  non-linear  and  linear  relations  between  climatic  variables  and
analyzed patterns of spatial and seasonal variations among a set of observed variables, particularly precipitation [9, 10].
SSVTT also  allows the  expansion  of  spatial  and  seasonal  variations  by  estimating  the  terms of  error  and  accuracy
indices for precipitation [11, 12]. The spatial and seasonal variability analysis approach has recently focused not only on
investigating  the  climatic  variations  [13],  but  also  demonstrating  variations  in  series  of  rainfall  and  other  climatic
elements [14, 15]. SSVTT is designed to be affected by  two factors,  which can be  removed from  the observed  series
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[16, 17]; these factors are multiplicative and additive models [18 - 20]. Based on multiplicative and additive models
with trended and non-trend structure, SSVTT technique has a discrete part on negative and positive continuous parts.
SSVTT in a quantitative-spatial technique oscillates within a year [21, 22]. The essential techniques producing seasonal
variability are temporal patterns’ variability, climatic factors’ effectiveness, etc [23]. In this study, the relation between
the monthly, seasonal, and annual precipitation variations of spatial-temporal patterns and trend patterns in Iran rainfall
is analyzed [18]. The seasonal trended and non-trended patterns of rainfall were studied [24 - 26]. Similarly, the current
study analyzed four spatial-seasonal patterns as representing overall rainfall. The following patterns were investigated:
(1) determining spatial-seasonal variability in rainfall at seasonal periods, (2) discovering temporal trends’ variability,
and (3) examining the temporal patterns of rainfall over the study area.

2. MATERIALS AND STUDY AREA

Iran is a multiple climatic country located at the border between the Caspian Sea, Oman Sea, and Persian Gulf,
extending from 25° 3' to 39° 47” N and from 44° 5' to 63° 18' E. In this study, spatial-seasonal and trend variations have
been predicted at 140 rainfall stations in Iran to identify the time series patterns. With regard to rainfall patterns changes
in  Iran,  monthly  and  seasonal  precipitations  were  chosen,  obtained  from  Iran  Meteorological  Organization
(http://www.irimo.ir),  containing  the  monthly,  seasonal,  and  annual  series  of  140  stations  in  Iran  in  the  period  of
1975-2014 (Fig. 1). All the rainfalls series required quality analysis. To evaluate the homogeneity of the rainfall series,
the Von Neumann homogeneity test was used at 5% significance level [18, 27].

Fig. (1). Location of stations.

Fig. (2). The annual distribution in Iran.
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The analysis of the Von Neumann test results showed that stations with test values higher than two were considered
homogeneous for 40 years. The results of the Von Neumann test are shown in Table 1, revealing that all the series are
homogenous.

Table 1. Results of Von Neumann test.

Station Von
Neumann

test

Station Von
Neumann

test

Station Von
Neumann

test

Station Von
Neumann

test
ABADAN 0.57 DOUSHAN TAPPEH 2.38 KERMAN 2.14 RAVANSAR 1.75

ABADEH 2.38 EGHLIDE FARS 2.04 KERMANSHAH 1.96 ROBAT
POSHTBADAM 1.85

ABALI 1.88 ESFAHAN 1.79 KHALKHAL 2.00 SABZEVAR 1.65

AHAR 1.65 ESLAMABAD
GHARB 1.66 KHASH 1.38 SAD

DOROUDZAN 1.69

AHWAZ 2.01 FASSA 1.85 KHODABANDEH 2.56 SAFIABAD 1.59
ALIGOODARZ 2.00 FERDOUS 1.99 KHOOR BIABANAK 1.33 SAGHEZ 1.62

ANAR 2.07 FIROUZKOOH 2.43 KHORRAMABAD 1.97 SANANDAJ 1.28
ARAK 1.92 GARMSAR 1.70 KHORRAMDAREH 1.52 SAR POL ZOHAB 1.37

ARDEBIL 1.59 GHAEN 1.00 KHOY 1.46 SARAB 1.60
ARDESTAN 1.95 G. GHAEMSHR 0.34 KOOHRANG 1.68 SARAKHS 1.83

ASTARA 1.64 GHAZVIN 2.46 LAR 1.58 SARAVAN 1.95
BABOLSAR 2.10 GHOM 1.55 LORDEGAN 2.10 SEMNAN 2.60

BAFGH 2.71 GHOOCHAN 1.62 MAHABAD 1.01 SHAHR BABAK 1.50
BAM 1.88 GHORVEH 1.92 MAKOO 1.69 SHAHREKORD 2.12

B. ABASS 1.57 GOLMAKAN.C 2.40 MALAYER 2.18 SHAHREZA 2.41
B. ANZALI 1.68 GONABAD 1.39 MANJIL 1.35 SHAHROUD 2.06

B. DAIER 2.10 GORGAN 1.11 MARAGHEH 1.23 SHARGH
ESFAHAN 2.62

B.LENGEH 1.68 HAMEDAN .F 2.33 MARIVAN 1.10 SHIRAZ 1.81

B.MAHSHAHR 1.67 HAMEDAN.N 2.14 MARVAST 2.49 SHOMALE
TEHRAN 2.48

BEHBAHAN 1.65 HA. DARAB 1.13 MASHHAD 1.72 SIRJAN 1.36
BIARJAMAND 2.71 ILAM 1.79 MASJED SOLEYMAN 1.58 TABASS 2.55

BIJAR 0.94 IRANSHAHR 1.34 MESHKINSHAHR 1.80 TABRIZ 1.41
BIRJAND 2.43 JASK 1.64 MIANDEH JIROFT 0.84 TAKAB 1.54

BOJNURD 2.08 J.ABOMOOSA 1.14 MIANEH 2.34 TEHRAN
MEHRABAD 2.43

BOROOJEN 2.72 J.GHESHM 0.92 MINAB 1.68 TORBATE
HEYDARIEH 1.57

BOSHROOY 1.83 J. KISH 1.65 MOSHIRAN 1.94 TORBATE JAM 2.20
BOSTAN 1.57 J. SIRI 1.21 NEYSHABOOR 1.52 YASOUJ 1.94

BROUJERD 1.91 JOLFA 1.05 NOUSHAHR 2.08 YAZD 2.59
BUSHEHR

(COASTAL) 1.04 KABOOTARABAD 2.46 OMIDIYEH (PAYGAH) 2.67 ZABOL 2.05

BUSHEHR 1.61 KAHNOUJ 1.49 OMIDIYEH(AGHAJARI 2.13 ZAHEDAN 1.29
CHAHBAHAR 2.01 KANGAVAR 1.78 OROOMIEH 1.42 ZANJAN 1.48

DARAN 1.86 KARAJ 2.24 PARSABADE-MOGHAN 1.43 ZARGHAN 1.46
DEHLORAN 1.42 KASHAN 2.69 RAMHORMOZ 1.98 ZARINEHO 1.41

DEZFUL 2.03 KASHMAR 2.43 RAMSAR 2.17 ZARINEH OBATO 1.80
DOGONBADAN 1.92 KENARAK 1.71 RASHT 2.15 ZAHAK 1.81

The current study focused on monthly and seasonal variations. Annual rainfall fluctuates from 51.45 to 1834.9 mm.
High rainfall, 1600-1819 mm, was observed in the south-west part of Khazar Sea. Comparatively, lower rainfall, 51-346
mm, was observed in the south and central parts of Iran. The lowest rainfall rate, below 51 mm, was observed in south-
east areas (Fig. 2).

Analyses of rainfall  variations’ coefficient (ratio of spatial standard deviation to the mean) revealed the highest
value, approximately 39.4%, in northern (Caspian Sea) and central areas, and the lowest rainfall variations’ coefficient,
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below 1%, in the west and north-west areas (Fig. 3).

Fig. (3). The variations coefficient of rainfall in Iran.

3. METHODS

SSVTT model is the most common method used to analyze rainfall [26]. SSVTT was developed by climatologists
who provided the distribution rates of rainfall spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends’ variability [28]. Climatic
variables tend to demonstrate variability patterns through natural components. The application of nonparametric and
parametric tests tends to be a more vigorous decision when assessing rainfall, considering spatial-seasonal variability,
and temporal trends’ variability. One of the important difficulties in assessing trends is the influence of normality and
non-normality on climatic variables. To analyze the spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends of rainfall variation,
the following arrangements were applied: (1) the initial measurement of seasonal and trend parameters (measurement,
analysis, prediction, and control) of seasonal and annual rainfall series was done for each series over the period of 1975
to  2014;  (2)  time  series  models  were  examined  for  parametric  and  non-parametric  tests  [19,  29];  (3)  series  were
examined  for  seasonality  and  trend  variations  in  the  rainfall  series  over  time  using  time  series  models;  (4)
regionalization was done by Mann-Kendall test and Sen Slope estimator test [30, 31], and seasonality tests were used
for  rainfall  series  to  discover  the  direction and amount  of  a  trend [32]  and to  distinguish the seasonal  patterns  and
change; coefficient statistics was used for variations to find out rainfall changes’ gradient; (5) the confidence interval at
95% was used on the annual series classified by slope estimator intervals [33]; (6) the amount of seasonal variations
was calculated by least squares for the entire series, and spatial patterns analysis was applied for ArcGIS 10.3. In this
regard, to analyze the spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends’ rainfall variation, time series method were used.
To assess  the  short-term variability  of  seasonal  time series,  Kruskal-Wallis  [34]  (H)  test  of  seasonality  and Mann-
Kendall  (MK) test  of trend were used [35,  36].  It  is  important to study variability patterns of rainfall  scales due to
natural and environmental factors. In the study we have used a seasonal model and temporal trends of time series to
explore the existing seasonal variations in the both the primary data and in predicted series of monthly and seasonal
rainfall  in  Iran which is  the major  origin of  environmental  variations.  The patterns were analyzed using variability
calculates  of  multiplicative  and  additive  models  along  the  longitude  and  latitude  for  spatial  patterns  and  the  time
patterns from 1975 to 2014 for temporal patterns. However, analysis of variability factors on rainfall changes was based
on quantitative and statistical analyses with the integration of rainfall variability models of predictor elements on related
variables [3]. STSM-SLS-GIS is a temporal-spatial technique that uses variability analysis [37], STSM assessment,
SLS, and GIS analysis to estimate the relationship between rainfall spatial patterns [21, 38].

3.1. Measurement Methods

For assessment of residual normality on annual and seasonal time scale, the graphical and numerical means were
used, applying Minitab and ArcGIS 10.3, based on each series for the analysis period (1975-2014). The following tests
were used to check the normality of the rainfall series: Anderson-Darling, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, and Ryan-Joyner. The
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Anderson-Darling,  Kolmogorov-Smirnov,  and  Ryan-Joyner  tests  are  non-parametric  statistical  tests  that  check  the
normality hypothesis [34, 39]. The Anderson-Darling test is used as a non-parametric test for normality measurement.
The  Kolmogorov-Smirnov  test  is  introduced  as  a  test  for  the  deviation  of  empirical  distribution  from a  theoretical
distribution.  The  Ryan-Joyner  test  is  used  as  a  non-parametric  test  for  normality  measurement  [21,  40].  This  test
considers normality by calculating the correlation between rainfall series and the normal scores of rainfall series [19]. If
the correlation coefficient is about 1, the population is likely to be normal. To study the normality, the three tests of
normality were calculated, and the results of some stations are presented. The study of normality and non-normality
influences the recognition of trend in a series. With a normal distribution in the climatic series, the parametric tests may
discover a trend in the climatic series. With a non-normality distribution in the climatic series, the nonparametric tests
may distinguish a significant trend in the climatic series. Hence, every rainfall series is first checked for normality using
statistical tests given in Eq. (1) at 5% significance level, applying one-tailed test. Anderson-Darling test was applied to
check if rainfall series originate from a population with a normal distribution [41]. Anderson-Darling test is a one-sided
test, and if the value of AD is greater than the critical value, normality hypothesis is rejected. In addition, Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (K-S) test was applied to check the rainfall series with a normal distribution [21]. Great amounts of KS suggest
non-normality in the time series. Also, Shapiro-Wilk (SW) test was applied to check the rainfall series with a normal
distribution [42]. Considering little values of the test-statistic, SW suggests a deviation from normal distribution. Based
on the calculations of various trend recognition reviews, a comparative assessment could be performed. In addition,
spatial-seasonal model capability and performing decision modeling and analysis are essential features of many climatic
applications ranging from temporal precipitation variations to spatial precipitation variations [37]. To study the use of
spatial-seasonal  models,  two  criteria  were  suggested:  first,  the  parametric  tests  use  spatial-seasonal  forecasting;
secondly, non-parametric tests use spatial-seasonal forecasting. Of the various time series tests employed to investigate
time  series  rainfall,  nonparametric  and  parametric  trend  tests  are  common.  Thumb  test  was  first  established  via
obtaining the autocorrelation of the series. It was applied to check the rainfall series trend [26, 40, 42]. The least square
test was applied to check the seasonality of rainfall series (additive and multiplicative models) [24, 26]. For the selected
stations and rainfall data in the study area, the least square seasonality test was used to distinguish the temporal trends
and  seasonality  of  the  seasonal  rainfall  series.  The  nonparametric  Kruskal-Wallis  test  was  utilized  on  the  seasonal
rainfall, which is a serial version of one-factor analysis rank statistic [40, 43]. Therefore, the null hypothesis that the

data are from all rainfall series is rejected if  is the critical test-statistic value with DF=n-1
and a significance level of α. The Mann-Kendall test as a nonparametric test was used in the annual time series and
utilized as a test-statistic distribution [36, 44]. Therefore, in this study, the trends of rainfall data is investigated using
the Mann-Kendall test and the slope (β) of trends which is intended by Theil (1950) and Sen (1968). Sen’s slope (β) is
computed as the standard of all present slopes [3, 45]. However, it is important to check the SSVTT properties of the
series before making decision on the choice of trend impact. Therefore, SSVTT is regarded as a statistical method in
climatology. This comprehensive analysis method has been widely applied for quantitative techniques and experiential
analyses in climatic sciences [31]. To analyze the method for the discussion that follows, using Minitab, SYSTAT, and
Matlab, a spatial and seasonal variations analysis model can be stated as follows. In this study, the variations of rainfall
were assessed using spatial-seasonal and trend variations analysis, defined as the spatial-seasonal trend of rainfall in
Iran. The rainfall condition at each season is measured by parametric and nonparametric tests of the seasonal variations
models.  In  SSVTT,  four  types  of  patterns,  i.e.  multiplicative  and  additive  models  with  trended  and  non-trended
components  as  spatial-temporal  patterns,  are  estimated.  Multiplicative  model  is  based  on  the  assumption  that  the
seasonal components of a time series are not necessarily independent and they can affect one another; however, in the
additive model, it is assumed that the seasonal components are independent from each other. SSVTT is a quantitative
spatial and temporal technique recognized as an essential calculating tool in climatic research. It comprises techniques
to measure and determine the nature of the series and is frequently practical for forecasting and simulation of climatic
elements, especially rainfall modeling [24]. In SSVTT, past precipitation data are collected and analyzed to develop a
suitable mathematical model which captures the underlying data generation process for the time series-GIS. SSVTT is
particularly useful when there is not enough knowledge about the rainfall patterns by the continuous series or when
there  is  lack  of  an  important  exploratory-confirmatory  model.  SSVTT  forecasting  has  important  results  regarding
rainfall  patterns  [42].  There  are  two  widely  used  SSVTT models  in  climate,  viz.,  multiplicative  (trended  and  non-
trended) and additive (trended and non-trended) models [46, 47]. SSVTT models have high importance in modeling and
forecasting precipitation [48]. This section provides a background for the trend-seasonal pattern in Iran precipitation
series, in which trended and non-trended models used for precipitation forecasting are studied. However, there are two
approaches  to  estimate  the  variations  in  spatial  and  temporal  variations  analysis  model.  The  most  widely  applied
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approach is SSVTT modeling technique which is used in this study. The STMS-SLS forecasting and modeling methods
include three patterns (additive, multiplicative, and updating models) [26, 41]. A new SSVTT technique is suggested
based on temporal-spatial pattern, which relates the principles of seasonal-trend analysis with spatial pattern [49]. Thus,
the new quantitative technique not only forms a spatial-seasonal-trend pattern [50], but also ensures the importance of
the technique related to dependent variables. This method involves the following steps: 1) concept explanation in STSM
model, 2) examining the rainfalls series’ normality and measurement of the rainfalls series, 3) selecting tests in the
rainfalls series analysis to forecast rainfall changes, 4) selection and initialization of the models’ accuracy in measuring
models, 5) studying the reliability of analysis model, 6) studying the reliability of prediction model, 7) determining the
distribution of rainfalls series in STSM-SLS analysis [21] and forecasting models by software, 8) measuring the spatial
patterns, 9) examining spatial modeling, and 10) drawing the rainfalls series spatial-seasonal variations’ maps. The
maps of rainfalls series variations in Iran were provided with a higher accuracy using this method. Finally, the spatial-
seasonal-trend variations maps of rainfall were drawn. Spatial-seasonal-trend variations analysis of the rainfall allows
us to model, examine, and explore spatial relationships and explain factors affecting spatial patterns [51, 52]. STSM -
SLS-GIS model was introduced, and its applicability in climatic rainfalls series processing was validated by a case
study to identify the monthly and seasonal rainfall related to rainfall seasonal change patterns in Iran. Distribution of
rainfalls series of the STSM-SLS analysis and forecasted series to spatial-temporal models were presented, consisting of
spatial  autocorrelation  procedure  (Moran's  I  Index  value)  [53].  Geostatistical  method  was  selected  for  spatial
distribution of rainfalls series (additive or multiplicative models). Trend spatial analyses of additive and ordinary least
squares and multiplicative models with GIS were conducted [53]. Many time series methods in climatology display
various  constructs  in  their  statistics.  STSM-SLS-GIS  is  an  important  tool  used  to  reveal  the  seasonality  and  trend
patterns of various constructs at many different scales in time. In the next stage, according to the evaluation of the
performance of various [54, 55] prediction methods, mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), mean relative errors
(MRE), mean squared error (MSE), and root mean squared errors (RMSE) of the predicted series were computed [56].
Hence, a selective index is based on comparing the model with competitor models, and parsimonious model’s selection
index is dependent on the desired parameters of the researcher.  MAD measure forecasts accuracy by averaging the
magnitudes of the forecast errors [42]. It measures the average absolute deviation of forecasted values from original
values. It shows the magnitude of overall error due to forecasting. For a good forecast, the obtained MAE should be as
small as possible. According to the validation indicators, the mean square error (MSE), the mean absolute error (MAE),
the root mean square error (RMSE) between the predicted and original values of rainfall series are analyzed.

3.2. Spatial Autocorrelation Indices

To explore the spatial distribution of trends on monthly and seasonal basis, the linear regression slope [57] was
interpolated  using  ArcGIS  10.3  [58]  according  to  each  series  slope  value  for  the  entire  study  period  (1975-2014).
Moran's  I  indices  were  used  to  evaluate  spatial  patterns  of  distribution  of  stations,  considering  their  location  and
correlation values. This method uses a measure known as the spatial autocorrelation coefficient to measure and test how
observed locations are clustered, dispersed, and randomized in space with respect to correlation values between rainfall
series and the data period in Iran. The value of Moran's I statistic ranges from +1, indicating clustering of the data
values  to  -1  indicating  dispersed  pattern  of  the  data  values  [53].  In  the  Moran's  I  statistic,  the  results  are  always
interpreted within the context of null hypothesis. Positive Moran's I statistic with significant P-values and high Z scores
indicate  spatially  clustered  data  sets.  At  the  same  time,  negative  Moran's  I  depicts  that  the  spatial  pattern  is  more
spatially dispersed [36, 59, 60].

3.3. Forecast Model for Seasonality and Trend of Precipitation

The least squares models derived from the seasonality were used, but then re-validation of the additive model's
parameters in a specific forecast mode was carried out for every period when new information became available. For
each season, there were three different statistical models (seasonal, trended seasonal, and non-trended seasonal), and
MAD,  MSE,  and  RMSE were  used  as  validity  criteria  for  each.  The  forecast  accuracy  was  assessed  using  several
stages. Moreover, geostatistcal analysis was used to forecast the rainfall value for the previous period [37]. The least
squares method can be used not only to test seasonality, but also to fit the trended or non-trended seasonal models to
Iran  rainfall.  The  spatial-seasonal  forecasts  using  least  squares  for  precipitation  in  Iran  with  additive  models  are
presented  in  section  3.  The  forecast  model  is  a  least  squares  method  for  seasonality  estimation  and  precipitation
variations  [61].  Since  the  additive  model  of  seasonality  has  an  acceptable  condition,  the  measuring  model  has  an
appropriate quality.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Iran, rainfall is shown significant seasonal variations, i.e., the quantity and concentration of rainfall is frequently
determined in a particular cycle of a year. The coefficient of variation is ranged between 0.05% (Hamadan Foroudgah
station) and 39.84% (Bandar Anzali station). The average coefficient of variation in Iran is 4.5%. The results show that
in Iran, the frequent rainfall variability is located in the area of most extreme rainfall, and the area of lowest rainfall is in
lowest variability area. Thumb test was first established via obtaining the autocorrelation of the series. It was applied to
check the rainfall series trend. Table 2 displays the Thumb test for forecasting and the modeling methods.

Table 2. Results of thumb test.

Station Thumb
test

Station Thumb
test

Station Thumb
test

Station Thumb
test

ABADAN 0.34 DOUSHAN TAPPEH 0.12 KERMAN 0.20 RAVANSAR 0.31

ABADEH 0.23 EGHLIDE FARS 0.26 KERMANSHAH 0.11 ROBAT
POSHTBADAM 0.08

ABALI 0.26 ESFAHAN 0.19 KHALKHAL 0.15 SABZEVAR 0.07
AHAR 0.11 ESLAMABAD GHARB 0.23 KHASH 0.55 SAD DOROUDZAN 0.30

AHWAZ 0.12 FASSA 0.28 KHODABANDEH 0.21 SAFIABAD 0.27
ALIGOODARZ 0.20 FERDOUS 0.09 KHOOR BIABANAK 0.47 SAGHEZ 0.30

ANAR 0.15 FIROUZKOOH 0.02 KHORRAMABAD 0.22 SANANDAJ 0.60
ARAK 0.12 GARMSAR 0.29 KHORRAMDAREH 0.23 SAR POL ZOHAB 0.50

ARDEBIL 0.24 GHAEN 0.53 KHOY 0.34 SARAB 0.29
ARDESTAN 0.30 G. GHAEMSHR 0.65 KOOHRANG 0.24 SARAKHS 0.30

ASTARA 0.22 GHAZVIN 0.21 LAR 0.09 SARAVAN 0.29
BABOLSAR 0.14 GHOM 0.22 LORDEGAN 0.06 SEMNAN 0.30

BAFGH 0.20 GHOOCHAN 0.08 MAHABAD 0.40 SHAHR BABAK 0.11
BAM 0.18 GHORVEH 0.31 MAKOO 0.24 SHAHREKORD 0.21

B. ABASS 0.19 GOLMAKAN.C 0.30 MALAYER 0.29 SHAHREZA 0.11
B. ANZALI 0.20 GONABAD 0.57 MANJIL 0.48 SHAHROUD 0.13
B. DAIER 0.13 GORGAN 0.36 MARAGHEH 0.37 SHARGH ESFAHAN 0.14

B.LENGEH 0.12 HAMEDAN .F 0.09 MARIVAN 0.56 SHIRAZ 0.25
B.MAHSHAHR 0.06 HAMEDAN.N 0.31 MARVAST 0.22 SHOMALE TEHRAN 0.30

BEHBAHAN 0.02 HA. DARAB 0.53 MASHHAD 0.30 SIRJAN 0.40
BIARJAMAND 0.10 ILAM 0.11 MASJED SOLEYMAN 0.20 TABASS 0.26

BIJAR 0.38 IRANSHAHR 0.65 MESHKINSHAHR 0.30 TABRIZ 0.41
BIRJAND 0.22 JASK 0.05 MIANDEH JIROFT 0.54 TAKAB 0.19

BOJNURD 0.30 J.ABOMOOSA 0.44 MIANEH 0.22 TEHRAN
MEHRABAD 0.28

BOROOJEN 0.20 J.GHESHM 0.61 MINAB 0.30 TORBATE
HEYDARIEH 0.21

BOSHROOY 0.09 J. KISH 0.31 MOSHIRAN 0.22 TORBATE JAM 0.18
BOSTAN 0.11 J. SIRI 0.45 NEYSHABOOR 0.30 YASOUJ 0.30

BROUJERD 0.15 JOLFA 0.38 NOUSHAHR 0.01 YAZD 0.29
BUSHEHR

(COASTAL) 0.43 KABOOTARABAD 0.16 OMIDIYEH .p 0.29 ZABOL 0.30

BUSHEHR 0.03 KAHNOUJ 0.13 OMIDIYEH(AGHAJARI 0.30 ZAHEDAN 0.60
CHAHBAHAR 0.20 KANGAVAR 0.21 OROOMIEH 0.36 ZANJAN 0.22

DARAN 0.23 KARAJ 0.29 PARSABADE-MOGHAN 0.39 ZARGHAN 0.30
DEHLORAN 0.46 KASHAN 0.25 RAMHORMOZ 0.29 ZARINEHO 0.18

DEZFUL 0.29 KASHMAR 0.28 RAMSAR 0.58 ZARINEH OBATO 0.19
DOGONBADAN 0.16 KENARAK 0.29 RASHT 0.30 ZAHAK 0.29

To study the normality, the tests of normality of observed variables were calculated, and the results for all stations are shown in Tables 3 and 4.
Therefore, STSM studies the patterns of rainfall series which are not spatially distributed. These temporal patterns are measured by several methods
[62].
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Table 3. Results of Anderson-Darling test.

Station Anderson-Darling
p-value

Station Anderson-Darling
p-value

Station Anderson-Darling
p-value

Station Anderson-Darling
p-value

ABADAN 0.027 DOUSHAN
TAPPEH 0.311 KERMAN 0.01 RAVANSAR 0.456

ABADEH 0.07 EGHLIDE FARS 0.007 KERMANSHAH 0.346 ROBAT
POSHTBADAM 0.234

ABALI 0.22 ESFAHAN 0.004 KHALKHAL 0.03 SABZEVAR 0.321

AHAR 0.908 ESLAMABAD
GHARB 0.03 KHASH 0.295 SAD

DOROUDZAN 0.334

AHWAZ 0.7 FASSA 0.65 KHODABANDEH 0.278 SAFIABAD 0.451
ALIGOODARZ 0.329 FERDOUS 0.54 KHOOR BIABANAK 0.265 SAGHEZ 0.34

ANAR 0.414 FIROUZKOOH 0.543 KHORRAMABAD 0.235 SANANDAJ 0.34

ARAK 0.704 GARMSAR 0.654 KHORRAMDAREH 0.234 SAR POL
ZOHAB 0.643

ARDEBIL 0.005 GHAEN 0.765 KHOY 0.464 SARAB 0.567
ARDESTAN 0.54 G. GHAEMSHR 0.776 KOOHRANG 0.38 SARAKHS 0.453

ASTARA 0.15 GHAZVIN 0.345 LAR 0.002 SARAVAN 0.355
BABOLSAR 0.311 GHOM 0.452 LORDEGAN 0.998 SEMNAN 0.884

BAFGH 0.869 GHOOCHAN 0.342 MAHABAD 0.002 SHAHR
BABAK 0.764

BAM 0.016 GHORVEH 0.452 MAKOO 0.233 SHAHREKORD 0.455
B. ABASS 0.006 GOLMAKAN.C 0.233 MALAYER 0.345 SHAHREZA 0.456

B. ANZALI 0.016 GONABAD 0.432 MANJIL 0.367 SHAHROUD 0.455

B. DAIER 0.018 GORGAN 0.02 MARAGHEH 0.671 SHARGH
ESFAHAN 0.456

B.LENGEH 0.016 HAMEDAN .F 0.543 MARIVAN 0.365 SHIRAZ 0.673

B.MAHSHAHR 0.353 HAMEDAN.N 0.342 MARVAST 0.01 SHOMALE
TEHRAN 0.006

BEHBAHAN 0.259 HA. DARAB 0.223 MASHHAD 0.456 SIRJAN 0.01
BIARJAMAND 0.244 ILAM 0.452 MASJED SOLEYMAN 0.378 TABASS 0.334

BIJAR 0.007 IRANSHAHR 0.321 MESHKINSHAHR 0.581 TABRIZ 0.221
BIRJAND 0.001 JASK 0.001 MIANDEH JIROFT 0.001 TAKAB 0.123

BOJNURD 0.311 J.ABOMOOSA 0.02 MIANEH 0.342 TEHRAN
MEHRABAD 0.788

BOROOJEN 0.002 J.GHESHM 0.122 MINAB 0.346 TORBATE
HEYDARIEH 0.367

BOSHROOY 0.353 J. KISH 0.023 MOSHIRAN 0.002 TORBATE
JAM 0.44

BOSTAN 0.654 J. SIRI 0.007 NEYSHABOOR 0.489 YASOUJ 0.345
BROUJERD 0.456 JOLFA 0.235 NOUSHAHR 0.678 YAZD 0.878
BUSHEHR

(COASTAL) 0.001 KABOOTARABAD 0.457 OMIDIYEH .p 0.654 ZABOL 0.364

BUSHEHR 0.003 KAHNOUJ 0.456 OMIDIYEH(AGHAJARI 0.567 ZAHEDAN 0.004
CHAHBAHAR 0.002 KANGAVAR 0.346 OROOMIEH 0.006 ZANJAN 0.477

DARAN 0.456 KARAJ 0.566 PARSABADE-MOGHAN 0.876 ZARGHAN 0.678
DEHLORAN 0.383 KASHAN 0.002 RAMHORMOZ 0.788 ZARINEHO 0.667

DEZFUL 0.387 KASHMAR 0.235 RAMSAR 0.004 ZARINEH
OBATO 0.344

DOGONBADAN 0.869 KENARAK 0.009 RASHT 0.443 ZAHAK 0.321

Table 4. Results of Ryan. Joyner test.

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

ABADAN 0.030 DOUSHAN TAPPEH 0.030 KERMAN 0.041 RAVANSAR 0.044

ABADEH 0.378 EGHLIDE FARS 0.040 KERMANSHAH 0.044 ROBAT
POSHTBADAM 0.050

ABALI 0.075 ESFAHAN 0.040 KHALKHAL 0.084 SABZEVAR 0.045
AHAR 0.011 ESLAMABAD GHARB 0.013 KHASH 0.134 SAD DOROUDZAN 0.600

AHWAZ 0.049 FASSA 0.014 KHODABANDEH 0.022 SAFIABAD 0.550
ALIGOODARZ 0.110 FERDOUS 0.022 KHOOR BIABANAK 0.051 SAGHEZ 0.034
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Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

Station Ryan.
Joyner
p-value

ANAR 0.400 FIROUZKOOH 0.011 KHORRAMABAD 0.340 SANANDAJ 0.550
ARAK 0.011 GARMSAR 0.043 KHORRAMDAREH 0.040 SAR POL ZOHAB 0.034

ARDEBIL 0.047 GHAEN 0.033 KHOY 0.050 SARAB 0.033
ARDESTAN 0.031 G. GHAEMSHR 0.021 KOOHRANG 0.040 SARAKHS 0.040

ASTARA 0.330 GHAZVIN 0.046 LAR 0.010 SARAVAN 0.033
BABOLSAR 0.043 GHOM 0.038 LORDEGAN 0.410 SEMNAN 0.034

BAFGH 0.047 GHOOCHAN 0.041 MAHABAD 0.655 SHAHR BABAK 0.021
BAM 0.372 GHORVEH 0.083 MAKOO 0.800 SHAHREKORD 0.030

B. ABASS 0.167 GOLMAKAN.C 0.044 MALAYER 0.041 SHAHREZA 0.010
B. ANZALI 0.033 GONABAD 0.032 MANJIL 0.230 SHAHROUD 0.020
B. DAIER 0.043 GORGAN 0.030 MARAGHEH 0.440 SHARGH ESFAHAN 0.012

B.LENGEH 0.030 HAMEDAN .F 0.049 MARIVAN 0.657 SHIRAZ 0.023

B.MAHSHAHR 0.400 HAMEDAN.N 0.048 MARVAST 0.040 SHOMALE
TEHRAN 0.011

BEHBAHAN 0.030 HA. DARAB 0.033 MASHHAD 0.041 SIRJAN 0.032
BIARJAMAND 0.050 ILAM 0.020 MASJED SOLEYMAN 0.022 TABASS 0.034

BIJAR 0.031 IRANSHAHR 0.032 MESHKINSHAHR 0.040 TABRIZ 0.041
BIRJAND 0.051 JASK 0.031 MIANDEH JIROFT 0.322 TAKAB 0.042

BOJNURD 0.044 J.ABOMOOSA 0.050 MIANEH 0.022 TEHRAN
MEHRABAD 0.046

BOROOJEN 0.031 J.GHESHM 0.034 MINAB 0.330 TORBATE
HEYDARIEH 0.033

BOSHROOY 0.040 J. KISH 0.032 MOSHIRAN 0.120 TORBATE JAM 0.046
BOSTAN 0.033 J. SIRI 0.044 NEYSHABOOR 45.000 YASOUJ 0.038

BROUJERD 0.041 JOLFA 0.022 NOUSHAHR 0.049 YAZD 0.046
BUSHEHR

(COASTAL) 0.027 KABOOTARABAD 0.312 OMIDIYEH .p 0.040 ZABOL 0.043

BUSHEHR 0.215 KAHNOUJ 0.015 OMIDIYEH(AGHAJARI 0.034 ZAHEDAN 0.033
CHAHBAHAR 0.047 KANGAVAR 0.021 OROOMIEH 0.030 ZANJAN 0.010

DARAN 0.066 KARAJ 0.032 PARSABADE-MOGHAN 0.033 ZARGHAN 0.044
DEHLORAN 0.021 KASHAN 0.034 RAMHORMOZ 0.441 ZARINEHO 0.045

DEZFUL 0.033 KASHMAR 0.027 RAMSAR 0.021 ZARINEH OBATO 0.030
DOGONBADAN 0.400 KENARAK 0.032 RASHT 0.030 ZAHAK 0.015

Considering the effects of temporal patterns on rainfalls series, two seasonal statistics of trended and non-trended rainfall indices were studied [26,
38].  According to the validation indicators,  the mean square error (MSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), the root mean square error (RMSE)
between the predicted and original values of rainfall series are shown in Table 5, and results shows that the additive models of seasonality have an
acceptable technique, and the mentioned pattern has a suitable validity.

Table 5. Validity indexes in seasonal models.

Index Additive model Multiplicative model
MAD 211 214
MSE 105296 105781

RMSE 324.49 325.24
MAPE 97 98
MAE 1519.9 1547.8

However, in designing a prediction model, testing the model is performed along with testing the parametric and
non-parametric tests [41, 63]. Studies have been conducted on the reliability and validity of measuring tools, testing the
forecasting models, and the relationships of rainfall temporal patterns as seasonal indices in Iran. Hence, SLS method
includes  two  analysis  and  forecasting  models  [48,  64].  The  analysis  model  includes  the  study  of  past  and  present
seasonal variations for identifying the variations’ patterns. To study the rainfall past and present seasonal variability,
two models for the analysis of rainfall series were calculated. To evaluate the patterns of rainfall on structure temporal-
seasonal  variations  and  to  incorporate  the  seasonality  model  [65]  into  STSM-SLS  model,  the  rainfalls  series  from

(Table 4) contd.....
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previous models were extracted, and the forecasted precipitation variations by seasonal analysis variations model were
plotted (Fig. 4).

Fig. (4). The spatial-seasonal trend forecasting of Iran precipitation.

In addition to STSM-SLS-GIS data, SSVTT model was extracted, and the estimated precipitation variations were
plotted. Considerable differences between the analysis model and forecasted model values are related to the complexity
of precipitation patterns variations. The findings of this research showed that in the spatial-seasonal variations analysis
model, additive variations patterns of precipitation had the largest effect on precipitation [64]. In studying the effects of
spatial-seasonal  variations  on  Iran  precipitation,  two  factors,  namely  spatial  precipitation  variations  and  temporal
precipitation variations, had significant effects in view of the SSVTT models. There are significant coefficients in the
variation amount of rainfall  based on MK values ranging from -3.98 to 1.996 and annual variability.  There is  high
variation in Babolsar station with 1.996 and less variation in Bijar station ranging from 3.98 to 1.996. The rainfall trend
coefficient  of  variability  ranged  from  0.03%  to  -143.84%  in  annual  scale.  In  the  Miandeh  Jiroft  station,  the  trend
coefficient of variability is higher in the north and west of Iran, and it is lower in the west and north-west part of Iran. In
the Caspian Sea coast, the value is relatively higher than west of Iran, whereas at central part of Iran, the value is lower.
Sen’s  slope  (β)  is  computed  as  the  standard  of  all  slopes  (Table  6).  Only  28  positive  (stations  20%),  110 negative
(stations 78.57%) trends and two non-trends (stations 1.43%) were predicted to be significant at 95% confidence level,
varying from -29.158 to 5.87 mm yr-1.

Table 6. Slope Estimator (β) of Mann-Kendall test for annual rainfall in Iran.

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)
ABADAN 0.48 DOUSHAN TAPPEH -0.57 KERMAN -1.10 RAVANSAR -0.98

ABADEH -0.55 EGHLIDE FARS -0.55 KERMANSHAH -0.23 ROBAT
POSHTBADAM -0.18

ABALI -0.01 ESFAHAN 0.52 KHALKHAL -1.12 SABZEVAR 0.66

AHAR -2.84 ESLAMABAD
GHARB -0.02 KHASH -0.14 SAD

DOROUDZAN -1.09

AHWAZ 0.29 FASSA -1.11 KHODABANDEH 0.37 SAFIABAD -0.31
ALIGOODARZ 0.96 FERDOUS -2.40 KHOOR BIABANAK 0.63 SAGHEZ -0.29

ANAR -1.86 FIROUZKOOH 1.92 KHORRAMABAD -1.26 SANANDAJ -2.37
ARAK -1.30 GARMSAR -0.55 KHORRAMDAREH -1.34 SAR POL ZOHAB -0.42

ARDEBIL -1.26 GHAEN -1.74 KHOY -1.79 SARAB 0.28
ARDESTAN 2.16 G. GHAEMSHR 0.00 KOOHRANG -1.18 SARAKHS -0.70

ASTARA 0.87 GHAZVIN 0.85 LAR -0.80 SARAVAN -0.85
BABOLSAR 0.48 GHOM 0.15 LORDEGAN 0.26 SEMNAN 0.43

BAFGH -1.94 GHOOCHAN 1.03 MAHABAD -1.63 SHAHR BABAK -0.33
BAM -0.40 GHORVEH -1.02 MAKOO 0.79 SHAHREKORD 0.57
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Station Slope
Estimator

(β)

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)

Station Slope
Estimator

(β)
B. ABASS -0.54 GOLMAKAN.C -1.18 MALAYER 1.00 SHAHREZA 0.23

B. ANZALI -1.62 GONABAD -1.02 MANJIL 1.40 SHAHROUD 0.50

B. DAIER 0.90 GORGAN -2.78 MARAGHEH -1.79 SHARGH
ESFAHAN 0.35

B.LENGEH -0.47 HAMEDAN .F -0.67 MARIVAN -1.16 SHIRAZ -1.00

B.MAHSHAHR -1.74 HAMEDAN.N -0.91 MARVAST -0.75 SHOMALE
TEHRAN 0.19

BEHBAHAN -1.57 HA. DARAB -1.58 MASHHAD -0.12 SIRJAN -2.33
BIARJAMAND 0.25 ILAM -1.01 MASJED SOLEYMAN -0.92 TABASS 0.09

BIJAR -1.38 IRANSHAHR -0.04 MESHKINSHAHR -1.14 TABRIZ -1.70
BIRJAND -0.24 JASK -0.22 MIANDEH JIROFT -1.39 TAKAB -0.66

BOJNURD -0.27 J.ABOMOOSA 0.43 MIANEH -1.47 TEHRAN
MEHRABAD 0.66

BOROOJEN 1.26 J.GHESHM -1.37 MINAB 1.08 TORBATE
HEYDARIEH -0.06

BOSHROOY -1.35 J. KISH -0.93 MOSHIRAN -0.40 TORBATE JAM -2.33
BOSTAN -1.54 J. SIRI -0.39 NEYSHABOOR -0.42 YASOUJ -0.11

BROUJERD -1.24 JOLFA -0.75 NOUSHAHR -0.18 YAZD -0.19
BUSHEHR

(COASTAL) -1.32 KABOOTARABAD 0.51 OMIDIYEH .p -1.39 ZABOL -0.36

BUSHEHR -0.27 KAHNOUJ -0.65 OMIDIYEH(AGHAJARI -0.47 ZAHEDAN -1.01
CHAHBAHAR 0.80 KANGAVAR -2.97 OROOMIEH -1.06 ZANJAN -1.31

DARAN -0.32 KARAJ 1.35 PARSABADE-MOGHAN 0.37 ZARGHAN -0.35
DEHLORAN -0.76 KASHAN -0.47 RAMHORMOZ -0.25 ZARINEHO -0.10

DEZFUL -0.47 KASHMAR -1.02 RAMSAR -0.78 ZARINEH OBATO -0.98
DOGONBADAN -1.45 KENARAK 0.19 RASHT -1.19 ZAHAK -0.18

There were various confidence levels of temporal trend in annual and minimum confidence levels of temporal trend
in annual values ranging from -45.04 to 0.065 mm with annual variation. Maximum confidence levels of temporal trend
in annual values ranged from -4.73 to 19.61 regarding annual variability. There are lower minimum confidence levels of
temporal trend in Marivan station with -45.04 mm and higher variation in Babolsar station with 0.065mm. There are
high maximum confidence levels of temporal trend in Lordeghan station with 19.6 mm and less variation in Zarghan
station with 4.73 mm. The trend of minimum coefficient of confidence levels is higher in the east of Iran and is lower in
the west. The trend of maximum coefficient of confidence levels is higher in south-west of Iran and lower in the center
and east. Fig. (5) shows that the stations’ downward trend decreases with increase of longitude and decrease of latitude,
and upward trend decreases with increase of longitude and decrease of latitude. Also, the application of STMS-SLS in
predicting rainfall variability and the evaluation of the impact of SSVTT on the climate change are taken into account
by various investigators.

The research reported here used the SSVTT model. For SSVTT, the seasonal rainfall variability is easily computed
from time series data.  The decomposition of time series components was used in the current study. Decomposition
creates three sets of stages: rainfall time series stage that indicates the original series with the fitted trend line, predicted
values, and forecasts; rainfall series are analyses in separate stages, the no-trended series of the seasonally adjusted data
and the seasonally adjusted and non-trended series (the residuals). Pearson’s r between the seasonal component and the
non-trended rainfall time series was 0.991, presenting a suitable estimate of the seasonal variations. Also, Pearson’s r
between the seasonal component and the trended rainfall time series was 0.997, presenting a good fit estimate of the
seasonal and trended variations. The coefficient of seasonal and non-trended variation was 1.2, with a lower deviation
of  0.01.  This  showed  that  the  seasonal  series’  fluctuation  around  trend  was  undoubtedly  associated  to  the  rainfall
variability patterns. In addition, average rainfall series at annual scale in Iran were discovered to respect variability
patterns, given their histogram figures and confidence of their statistics amounts. On average, in Iran, monthly rainfall
oscillated from 2.65 to 3.93 mm in February and from 8.07 to 86.25 mm in December. Three best-fit normality models
(winter) for each geographical month of Iran and their validity compared to the independent series are represented in
Fig.  (6).  Four  patterns  (North-West,  South-East,  North-South,  West-East,  and  South-West–  East-North)  for  each
monthly rainfall distribution and their validity compared to the independent series are depicted in Fig. (6). About 58.34

(Table 6) contd.....
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percent of areas in Iran is under north-west and south-east pattern influence of monthly rainfall (January, February,
March, May, June, April, and November), 25 percent under the north-south pattern effect of monthly rainfall (August,
September,  and December),  8.33 percent  under  the  west-east  pattern  influence of  monthly  rainfall  (July),  and 8.33
percent under the south-west and north-east pattern effect of monthly precipitation (October).

Fig. (5). Stations trend distribution of rainfall in Iran.

Fig. (6). Trend analyses of monthly precipitation data of January (1) to December (12) by three dimensional plots of the dataset from
140 climate stations over Iran. Monthly precipitation values are projected onto the x-z (west) and y-z (north) planes of the scatter
plots, respectively.

The winter and autumn seasons show the increasing general rainfall seasonal fluctuations. Spatial-seasonal patterns
show that rainfall series point out one reason for the absence of acceptable relationships over the long term between
quantity of rainfall, spatial distribution of rainfall, and seasonal rainfall variations patterns. Because extreme rainfall
variations can either cause serious decreases in water resources, the non-trended effects of extreme infrequent events
preclude any consistent statistical relationship between rainfall and seasonal variations patterns. It is logical to consider
that  there  are  other  non-trended  (some  parts  of  Iran)  and  trended  (some  parts  of  Iran)  relationships  that  further
complicate the relationships between rainfall and their seasonal deviations patterns. The result is that the seasonal model
is likely to capture realistically the large number of climatic variables and environmental processes that affect climatic
dynamics. The seasonal changes’ slope of Iran precipitation (with additive model) differed between 0.921 and 1.165
mm in each season per period. In seasonal time series, the magnitude of seasonal rainfall changes ranges varied 0.244
mm in each season per period (Table 6). The range of seasonal magnitude in spring rainfall fluctuated between 0.339
and 0.625 mm in the season per period. Rainfall seasonal changes rate, with confidence level of 95 percent, is 0.019 mm
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in the season per period. The variations of seasonal magnitude in summer rainfall fluctuated between 0.134 and 0.167
mm in the season per period. Rainfall seasonal change with confidence level of 95 percent was 0.002 mm in the season
per period. The range of seasonal magnitude in autumn rainfall fluctuated between 0.678 and 0.921 mm in the season
per period. It is recognized that rainfall seasonal change, with a confidence level of 95 percent, is 0.016 mm in the
season per period. Also, the findings showed that among the rainfall spatial models, the additive pattern had the largest
effect on rainfall.  The Mann-Kendall's test results showed a trend of monthly rainfall in Iran; 67 stations showed a
statistically significant decreasing trend. The seasonal analysis trend indicated a general trend-seasonal pattern in the
rainfall data in the north-east to south-west and north-to-south direction of Iran (Table 7).

Table 7. Z Coefficients of Mann-Kendall test for annual rainfall in Iran.

Station Z Station Z Station Z Station Z
ABADAN 1.20 DOUSHAN TAPPEH -0.38 KERMAN -3.03 RAVANSAR -1.30
ABADEH -0.48 EGHLIDE FARS -0.20 KERMANSHAH -0.18 ROBAT POSHTBADAM -0.08

ABALI 0.00 ESFAHAN 1.26 KHALKHAL -0.52 SABZEVAR 1.22
AHAR -1.82 ESLAMABAD GHARB -1.81 KHASH -0.11 SAD DOROUDZAN -0.69

AHWAZ 0.39 FASSA -0.67 KHODABANDEH 0.50 SAFIABAD -1.58
ALIGOODARZ 0.27 FERDOUS -1.98 KHOOR BIABANAK 1.27 SAGHEZ -1.57

ANAR -1.80 FIROUZKOOH 1.48 KHORRAMABAD -1.10 SANANDAJ -2.19
ARAK -2.10 GARMSAR -0.57 KHORRAMDAREH -0.44 SAR POL ZOHAB -2.70

ARDEBIL -2.85 GHAEN -1.95 KHOY -2.16 SARAB 0.25
ARDESTAN 1.05 G. GHAEMSHR 0.00 KOOHRANG -1.07 SARAKHS -0.84

ASTARA 1.86 GHAZVIN 1.03 LAR -0.51 SARAVAN -0.67
BABOLSAR 2.00 GHOM 0.16 LORDEGAN 0.41 SEMNAN 0.63

BAFGH -1.03 GHOOCHAN 0.85 MAHABAD -0.46 SHAHR BABAK -1.81
BAM -1.75 GHORVEH -0.51 MAKOO 1.42 SHAHREKORD 0.52

B. ABASS -0.49 GOLMAKAN.C -0.51 MALAYER 0.47 SHAHREZA 0.39
B. ANZALI -2.46 GONABAD -0.97 MANJIL 0.08 SHAHROUD 1.14
B. DAIER 0.76 GORGAN -2.52 MARAGHEH -2.93 SHARGH ESFAHAN 0.53

B.LENGEH -0.57 HAMEDAN .F -0.47 MARIVAN -2.31 SHIRAZ -0.82
B.MAHSHAHR -1.32 HAMEDAN.N -1.49 MARVAST -0.99 SHOMALE TEHRAN 0.17

BEHBAHAN -0.47 HA. DARAB -2.30 MASHHAD -0.17 SIRJAN -1.32
BIARJAMAND 0.45 ILAM -2.48 MASJED SOLEYMAN -2.52 TABASS 0.27

BIJAR -3.98 IRANSHAHR -0.05 MESHKINSHAHR -0.50 TABRIZ -3.22
BIRJAND -0.57 JASK -2.22 MIANDEH JIROFT -3.15 TAKAB -1.85
BOJNURD -0.20 J.ABOMOOSA 0.29 MIANEH -1.07 TEHRAN MEHRABAD 1.30

BOROOJEN 0.74 J.GHESHM -1.19 MINAB 0.55 TORBATE HEYDARIEH -0.08
BOSHROOY -2.11 J. KISH -1.78 MOSHIRAN -0.49 TORBATE JAM -0.99

BOSTAN -1.24 J. SIRI -0.13 NEYSHABOOR -1.41 YASOUJ -0.27
BROUJERD -1.54 JOLFA -0.97 NOUSHAHR -0.97 YAZD -0.83

BUSHEHR (COASTAL) -0.52 KABOOTARABAD 0.49 OMIDIYEH .p -0.54 ZABOL -0.97
BUSHEHR -0.24 KAHNOUJ -1.66 OMIDIYEH(AGHAJARI -0.04 ZAHEDAN -2.97

CHAHBAHAR 1.02 KANGAVAR -0.82 OROOMIEH -2.46 ZANJAN -1.55
DARAN -0.03 KARAJ 1.01 PARSABADE-MOGHAN 0.18 ZARGHAN -3.34

DEHLORAN -1.54 KASHAN -0.82 RAMHORMOZ -1.59 ZARINEHO -1.24
DEZFUL -0.20 KASHMAR -0.79 RAMSAR -1.15 ZARINEH OBATO -1.30

DOGONBADAN -0.42 KENARAK 0.12 RASHT -0.45 ZAHAK -0.08

In addition, the significant  effect of the rainfall  semivariograms patterns  are  similar  for  seasons  cluster  patterns
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. (7). Spatial autocorrelation (moran’s index) of monthly rainfall.

Surface  maps  of  modeling  spatial  relationships  (all  Moran's  I  statistics  calculated  for  monthly  periods  indicate
statistical significance, P<0.001, clustered spatial patterns of correlation coefficients for all periods) over Iran rainfall
modeling spatial relationships were generated with a grid resolution of 400 m x 400 m (Fig. 8).

Fig. (8). Distribution of statistically significant (moran’s index) of monthly rainfall.

The spatial-seasonal variations of overall rainfall in Iran are complex. Winter months typically yield the highest
overall rainfall in the north and west zones while the eastern zones are at their driest state. Autumn tends to be wet in
the western mountains, but driest toward the southeast corner of Iran. Moisture transport spatial-temporal variations
from the Oman Sea as well as from southerly flows contribute most strongly to average rainfall across the eastern and
southern zones during the summer and least to the rainfall in the northern zones. The seasonal and spatial distributions
of rainfall extremes diverge notably from those of seasonal patterns in the west and north areas of Iran. Moreover, in
temporal and spatial variations distribution of rainfall extremes diverge notably from spatial-seasonal patterns shows
three regions around the Khazar Sea shore, mountainous zones (Zaghros and Alborz), and central zones which have
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specific  seasonal  patterns.  The  spatial-seasonality  of  rainfall  extremes  in  Iran,  Khazar  Sea  shore,  and mountainous
zones (Zaghros and Alborz) are complex, with intense rainfall events occurring in all months, and stations within the
zones show significantly different monthly and seasonal distributions of spatial-seasonal and trend variations patterns
(Fig. 9).

Fig. (9). Regions of spatial-seasonal and trend variations of Iran rainfall.

The spatial-seasonal trend assessment was conducted through applying seasonal statistics (measurement, analysis,
forecast, and control) on the rainfall time series within each region over the period 1975-2014. Fig. (10) shows that
rainfall spatial-seasonal variations are significant (maximum extended of winter rainfall). In monthly and seasonal time
series, the magnitude of rainfall seasonal variations varies from 0.134 to 1.165 mm in the periods and from 0.921 to
1.165 mm in the season.

Fig. (10). Area of rainfall seasonal changes models in Iran.

It was found that seasonal rainfall forecast (additive-least squares) has been decreasing in the center and south of
Iran over the last 35 years. Seasonal rainfall variations have been increasing in the mountains and Khazar Sea shore
over the last 35 years. The analysis shows the seasonal variations results on monthly and seasonal rainfall time series
for Khazar Sea shore regions. Overall, spatial rainfall seasonal variations decrease in summer time series. In summer,
almost all three regions show decreasing rainfall seasonal changes from the period around 1975 to 2014. The major
findings of this study can be summarized as follows: 1) the spatial distributions and continuity of the rainfall data were
modeled at different time periods. Seasonal variations procedures of time series were applied to test the validity of
different models. The results showed that in the autumn and winter the atmospheric systems (western winds) influence
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is  dominant  and rainfall  is  during winter  as  a  result  of  the  western  winds  effect,  and is  widespread throughout  the
country during the winter.  Local conditions are predominant in summer in the southeast of Iran, where the autumn
rainfall  is  in  a  transitional  phase between summer and winter  conditions.  It  is  concluded that  the  seasonal  changes
technique lends itself well to represent rainfall patterns in different seasons. The analysis of seasonal rainfall showed
that the maximum amount of rainfall necessarily occurs at seasonal changes. Spring and summer rainfalls are related to
local seasonal and monthly circulation and winter rainfall is related to the atmospheric systems interaction. Hence, the
rainfall spatial and temporal relationship can be better evaluated by seasonality due to different climate conditions. 2)
The  seasonal  variations  area  was  also  calculated  for  all  four  seasons.  There  are  spatial  and  temporal  variations  in
estimation of  seasonal  models  of  Iran.  These variations are the result  of  several  factors,  such as  high variability  in
summer and spring rainfall compared to somewhat low variability in rainfall during winter and autumn.

CONCLUSION

The seasonal rainfall series within a period of 1975-2014 displayed spatial-seasonal variability and temporal trends
with  increasing and decreasing trends.  The spatial-seasonal  variability  and temporal  trends  displayed,  respectively,
rainfall regionalization variability with increasing and decreasing trends in Iran. The distribution of the spatial-seasonal
variability and temporal trends varied due to regional indicated climate variability with downward trends decreasing in
the  west  region,  mostly  situated  in  the  north-west  and  north.  The  findings  of  this  research  showed that  among the
rainfall spatial models, the additive pattern had the largest effect on rainfall. The seasonal analysis trend indicated a
general trend-seasonal pattern in the rainfall  data in the north-east  to south-west and north-to-south directions.  The
seasonal and spatial distributions of rainfall extremes diverge notably from those of seasonal patterns in the west and
north areas of Iran.
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